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New software
Alias Limited Release I-Sketch Version 2.2
Alias Limited, marketer of piping isometric software,
today announced the availability of I-Sketch Version
2.2. Already recognized as the best in its class, the new
features and enhancements puts I-Sketch even further
ahead of the ® eld in terms of its intuitive features, ease of
use, and increased productivity.
Available either as a stand-alone version, I-Sketch Clas-
sic, or as part of a design integration suite which has the
ability to integrate with a 3D Plant Design System, I-
Sketch is a complete package that simpli® es the task of
creating isometric drawings by non-CAD trained engin-
eering personnel.
The new version incorporates a number of features for
improving eæ ciency further and increasing productivity.
Developments include additional pipe editing facilities to
enable users to pick up and move a section of pipe and all
its ® ttings and a ` break a pipe’ feature to allow insertion
of new components or to change a bore. Pipes can now be
easily extended to connect with a bend or elbow.
The pipe import facility has been greatly improved and
sections of pipe can be inserted into an existing ® le and
placed where required. Batch drawing production is
available to increase eæ ciency and productivity as an
optional extra to I-Sketch Classic and is included as
standard in the I-Sketch Enterprise package.
I-Sketch produces industry standard isometrics in min-
utes; implementation requires minimal time and eå ort
and it is easy to learn. It produces multiple output
formats, is highly customizable and supports a wide
range of reporting functions.
More on Alias
Alias Limited is based in the north-west of England and
specializes in the development of software for the process
industries. The core competence of the company is
automating labour intensive operations in plant design
with a particular focus on pipes.
Alias leads the world in the automatic isometric genera-
tion of piping with their ¯ agship product, ISOGEN,
which is available from many of the world’ s leading plant
design vendors, including Intergraph, Rebis, Bentley,
Tribon Solutions AB, Aquaconsult, CEA International,
Profox, COADE and PRO-CAD. Alias’ s product portfo-
lio includes SPOOLGEN, for the production and man-
agement of fabrication spool isometrics, and I-Sketch, the
most recent addition, for the automatic production of
piping isometrics from simple sketches.
The company was formed in 1991. Alias software prod-
ucts are available world-wide via a comprehensive net-
work of resellers.
More information about Alias is available at http://www.
alias.ltd.uk
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